INSULIN
PEN NEEDLES

Precision Engineered, yet Affordable

WHY REUSE A PEN NEEDLE, WHEN
AFFORDABLE FOR SINGLE USE?
Features of Precision engineered
•Extra thin wall
•Ergonomic shape for improved
skin contact and grip

MAKES IT

Pen Needle
•Multi-bevel, tapered point
•Flat base designed to improve
skin contact and comfort

pen needle ?

How to use

DISPOSAL IS IMPORTANT
Discard it right away in a "sharps"
container for medical waste (to
prevent anyone from getting
stuck with your used pen needle)
CAUTION

Step 1:
Take a new needle. Peel off
the paper tab

Step 2:
Push the needle straight onto
the pen. Rotate until it is on tight.

•Check the compatibility between
the pen needle and the pen to be
used for administrating the
medication
•Always mount a new needle
before each injection and dispose
of it after single use.
•Use the technique recommended
by your doctor for administration.
•Store in clean, dry and insect free
place.
•Avoid exposure to acidic/corrosive
fume to avoid corrosion/ rust.

Step 4:
Pull off the inner needle cap and
throw it away. If you try to put it
back on, you may accidentally
stick yourself with the needle. A
drop of the medicine may appear
at the needle tip. This is normal,
but you must still check the flow.

Step 3:
Pull off the outer needle cap
and keep it for later. You will
need it after the injection to
safely remove the needle from
the pen.

NEEDLE
GUAGE
31G
(Use this for heavy
build patient)

32G

COLOUR
CODE

PURPLE

NEEDLE
LENGTH
mm inches
5

3/16”

mm inches
GREEN

4

5/32”

Available in Boxes of 100 and pouches of 5

NEEDLE
DIAMETER

WARNING
•Do not use if the pack is previously
opened or damaged, needles should
be discard preferably in a sharp
container.
•Do not attempt to re-sterilize and
reuse.
REFERENCE - The "DISPO VAN"
Single Use0 Pen Needle conform to
the ISO 11608-2 & HSMD
Speciﬁcation
SHELF LIFE - The shelf life of
product is 5 year from the date
of manufacturing.
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